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Charge of Crime of planned global Genocide and Crime against Humanity by
massive Breach of the UN-Climate Agreement of Paris and so (co-) causing
unstoppable global Climate Crash and Genocide.
Accused:
Donald Trump, President of the USA
Wladimir Putin, President of Russia
Rex Tillerson, Chief of ExxonMobil and US-Foreign Minister
Igor Setchin, Manager of Rosneft
N.N.
Committed:
by criminally planning to massively break the UN-Climate Agreement of Paris by starting a
new giant area of arctic oil plants at the Russian Kara Sea to gain an amount of oil as big as
the amount of oil of Saudi Arabia for the absolute extreme profit of 5.000 Billion Dollars
on risk of global genocide.
For all details of this immense criminal deal please see the profound reportage of Daniel
Pelletier and Maximilian Probst “Der neue Ölmensch” on ‘zeit online klima’, 20.1.2017.
In the UN-Climate Agreement of Paris all nations have affirmed the truth of the fact that
we have to get away from oil, gas and fracking and change to renewable energy up to 2050
or better as fast as possible, if we want to stop climate warming at 1,5 or 2 degrees and so
to avoid at last minute a climate catastrophe which would destroy the human race all over
the world.
So it is a quick Decarbonization of the world’s economy we very urgently have to do to
save the world and to avoid a global genocide.
The accused are planning to do exactly the opposite: they want to start a new and even
much more intensive Carbonization of the world’s economy.
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And they want to do this just to gain very extreme private profits and may be as well to
regain economical and political control over the rest of the world.
In an extremely criminal way they don’t care about the global consequences of their doing:
A huge amount of extra oil as much as the oil reserves of Saudi Arabia would counteract
all international actions of all other UN nations for decarbonization and bring the climate
change to a very quick and no more stoppable collapse. Those collapsed living conditions
then will cause a final global genocide.
In juristic terms the accused “are putting the people into living conditions which are
appropriate to cause the destruction of the bodies of the people at all or partly”.
So they clearly do commit (a global) genocide by § 6 Abs.1 Nr.3 Völkerstrafgesetzbuch
and crime against humanity by § 7 Abs.1 Nr.2 Völkerstrafgesetzbuch.
And they act with criminal intent.
The fact that president Donald Trump already several times has announced to step out of
the UN-Climate Agreement of Paris shows that he clearly knows that this contract would
not at all allow his plans.
And he met Al Gore who explained to him quite intensively the existential problem of
climate change and the urgent need of global decarbonization.
In 2012 Rex Tillerson as chief of ExxonMobil, Igor Sechin as manager of Rosneft and
Wladimir Putin have already signed the deal to start oil plants in the Kara Sea but president
Barack Obama did forbid new oil plants in the arctic because of the UN-Climate
Agreement of Paris and ordered economic sanctions on Russia because of the Krim.
Rex Tillerson in his new and surprising position as US foreign minister now could easily
stop the economic sanctions against Russia and by this make possible his own and already
fixed big oil deal.
So there is to be stated a clear and intended plan to massively breach the UN-Climate
Agreement of Paris just for extreme private profit without caring to commit global
genocide by this.
As global genocide is the most aggressive and loathing international crime at all without
any hesitation the accused are to be arrested and charged of planned genocide and crime
against humanity by the International Criminal Court in The Hague.
And the UN Security Council is supposed to at once and absolutely ban any arctic oil
plants in the Kara Sea and elsewhere.
Yours sincerely

Gisela Toussaint
advocate

